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The D0 Collaboration has recently seen a resonant-like peak in the Bsπ invariant mass spectrum, claimed 
to be a new state called X(5568). Using a Bsπ–B K¯ coupled channel analysis, implementing unitarity, and 
with the interaction derived from Heavy Meson Chiral Perturbation Theory, we are able to reproduce the 
reported spectrum, with a pole that can be associated to the claimed X(5568) state, and with mass 
and width in agreement with the ones reported in the experimental analysis. However, if the T -matrix 
regularization is performed by means of a momentum cutoff, the value for the latter needed to reproduce 
the spectrum is  = 2.80 ± 0.04 GeV, which is much larger than a “natural” value   1 GeV. In view of 
this, it is diﬃcult to interpret the nature of this new state. This state would not qualify as a resonance 
dynamically generated by the unitarity loops. Assuming the observed peak to correspond to a physical 
state, we make predictions for partners in the D , D∗, and B∗ sectors. Their observation (or lack thereof) 
would shed light into this issue.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
The D0 Collaboration has recently claimed [1] the discovery of 
a new state, X(5568), seen as a clear peak in the B0sπ
± invari-
ant mass spectrum, with a mass MX = 5567.8 ± 2.9+0.9−1.9 MeV and 
a width X = 21.9 ±6.4+5.0−2.5 MeV. The spectroscopy of mesons and 
baryons with heavy constituent quarks is living an exciting era, in 
which every so often new states are announced [2,3]. If conﬁrmed, 
this new X(5568) state would be even more exotic, for it would be 
the ﬁrst one involving four different ﬂavor quarks—its quark con-
tent would be b¯sd¯u (for the B0sπ
+ case). Given the “exoticness” of 
this state, the announcement has been followed by a large num-
ber of theoretical papers [4–23] trying to explain its properties or 
its nature, or to point out the diﬃculties one encounters in its 
description. Even more recently, the LHCb Collaboration has pre-
sented preliminary results [24] for the spectrum for the same ﬁnal 
state, with negative results.
In this work, we present a B0sπ , B K¯ coupled channel T -matrix 
analysis, with the aim of reproducing for the ﬁrst time the B0sπ
invariant mass spectrum reported by the D0 Collaboration [1], in 
which the X(5568) peak has been seen. A ﬁt to the spectrum is 
done, and the only free parameter of the T -matrix ﬁxes the energy 
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SCOAP3.position of the peak, and its width comes out naturally. Yet, we 
shall make a discussion on how to interpret this result to the light 
of the value obtained for this parameter used to render ﬁnite the 
unitarized T -matrix.
2. Coupling the B0sπ , B K¯ states
The X(5568) has been found as a peak in the invariant mass 
spectrum of the states Bsπ± , which are I = 1, Iz = ±1 states, 
which should couple, in principle, to the I = 1 state B+ K¯ 0, for 
Iz = +1, or B0K− , for Iz = −1. We consider the I( J P ) = 1(0+)
coupled channels Bsπ (1) and B K¯ (2), for which the T -matrix can 
be written as:
T−1(s) = V−1(s) − G(s) , (1)
where the diagonal matrix G contains the two-meson one-loop 
functions for Bsπ and B K¯ , and V is a symmetric matrix with ma-
trix elements given by the transition potentials between the two 
channels, to be discussed later. The Mandelstam variable s = M2Bsπ
is the Bsπ center-of-mass energy squared. The loop functions are 
regularized in this work by means of a subtraction constant,
16π2Gi(s) = ai(μ) + log Mimi
μ2
+ i
2s
log
M2i
m2i
+ νi
(
log
s − i + νi + log s + i + νi
)
, (2)
2s −s + i + νi −s − i + νi
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516 M. Albaladejo et al. / Physics Letters B 757 (2016) 515–519Fig. 1. Diagramatic representation in terms of quarks of the interactions B0sπ
+ →
B0sπ
+ (a), B+ K¯ 0 → B+ K¯ 0 (b) and B0sπ+ → B+ K¯ 0 (c).
Fig. 2. B0sπ Production mechanism. The wavy line represents a generic source with 
B0sπ quantum numbers.
i = M2i −m2i , νi = λ1/2(s,M2i ,m2i ) ,
where Mi (mi) is the mass of the heavy (light) meson in the ith 
channel. We ﬁx μ = (M1 + M2)/2, and, although the two sub-
traction constants ai(μ) could be in principle different, we set 
a1(μ) = a2(μ) = a(μ). We have checked that no signiﬁcant dif-
ferences are found if this constraint is not imposed. The V matrix 
elements are computed by means of Heavy Meson Chiral Perturba-
tion Theory [25,26]. Interestingly, one ﬁnds that the only non-zero 
S-wave potential is the off-diagonal one (see for instance Refs. [27,
28]):
V11(s) = V22(s) = 0 , (3)
V12(s) = 1
8 f 2
(
3s −
(
M21 + M22 +m21 +m22
)
− 12
s
)
, (4)
where f  93 MeV is the pion weak decay constant. The same 
results for these matrix elements are obtained if one uses instead 
the Local Hidden Gauge approach [29,30], where the interaction is 
driven by the exchange of vector mesons. We see in Fig. 1 that the 
diagonal matrix elements are zero, as in Eq. (3), since no qq¯′ pair 
can be exchanged between B0s and π
+ [Fig. 1(a)], nor between B+
and K¯ 0 [Fig. 1(b)]. The interaction is OZI forbidden. However, as 
seen in Fig. 1(c), the B0sπ
+ → B+ K¯ 0 transition is allowed through 
the exchange of an su¯ pair forming a K ∗− . Computing this diagram 
in the aforementioned local hidden gauge approach renders the 
same potential as in Eq. (4).
The structure of the kernel matrix V will be very important 
in the interpretation of X(5568). For the T -matrix, it implies the 
structure:
T (s) = V12(s)
D(s)
(
G2(s)V12(s) 1
1 G1(s)V12(s)
)
, (5)
where D(s) = 1 − V12(s)2G1(s)G2(s). If our formalism is able to 
reproduce the X(5568) resonant peak, a pole should appear on 
the second Riemann sheet of the T -matrix at the position s = sX , 
where 
√
sX ≡ MX − iX/2,
Tij(s)  ξiξ j
s − sX + · · · , (6)
where ξi is the coupling of X(5568) to the ith channel. This im-
plies a zero in the second Riemann sheet of the D(s) function, 
D(I I)(sX ) = 0.3. Invariant B0sπ mass spectrum
For the Bsπ production mechanism, we write a generic ampli-
tude (see Fig. 2),
t(s) = f1
(
1+ G1(s)T11(s)
)+ f2 G2T21(s) , (7)
in which the two couplings f i are unknown. Actually, because 
in the Bsπ spectrum there is an unknown global normalization 
constant, the only relevant quantity is the ratio f1/ f2. We can 
consider these couplings to be proportional to the couplings of 
X(5568) to Bsπ and B K¯ , and hence:
f1
f2
 ξ1
ξ2
= V12(sX )G2(sX ) . (8)
In this way, we can write down the amplitude t(s) without any 
new free parameter, except for an irrelevant global constant, as:
t(s) = f2 V12(s)G2(s)
D(s)
(
1+ V12(sX )G2(sX )
V12(s)G2(s)
)
. (9)
Notice that what really matters in this production amplitude is 
that it is proportional to the function 1/D(s), where the X(5568)
pole will show up.
Finally, the Bsπ invariant spectrum has the form:
N(s) = p(s)√
s
(
Namp |t(s)|2 + Nbkg fbkg(s)
)
, (10)
p(s) =
λ1/2
(
s,M2Bs ,m
2
π
)
2
√
s
,
where the background fbkg(s) is parameterized as:
fbkg(s) = P A(s) exp
(
P B(s)
)
, (11)
similarly as done in the experimental analysis [1]. The functions 
P A,B(s) are polynomials in the variable xs = (s − sth)/sth, sth =
(M1 +m1)2, with free coeﬃcients CA,i , CB,i :
P A(s) = 1+ CA,2 x2s + CA,3 x3s , (12)
P B(s) = CB,1 xs + CB,2 x2s CB,3 x3s . (13)
4. Results and direct interpretation
The D0 Collaboration has reported the B0sπ
± spectrum com-
ing from pp¯ collisions data at 1.96 TeV. They report two different 
cases, depending on wether the “cone cut” criterion is applied or 
not in the events selection (see Ref. [1] for further details). With-
out entering into the details, this criterion, besides reducing the 
background, it clearly enhances the X(5568) peak region. For com-
pleteness, we shall study both cases.
Similarly as done in Ref. [1], for each of the spectra (with 
and without the “cone cut”) we perform a two-step ﬁt to the 
Bsπ invariant mass spectrum. In the ﬁrst step, the shape of the 
background is ﬁxed by ﬁtting the function fbkg [Eq. (11)] to the 
MC simulation data given in Ref. [1]. This step ﬁxes then the 
coeﬃcients of the polynomials in Eqs. (12) and (13). The re-
sult of this ﬁrst step is shown in the top panels of Figs. 3 and 
4 for the cases with and without “cone cut”, respectively. Good 
agreement is seen between the MC simulation and our ﬁt. On 
a second step, with the background shape already ﬁxed, we ﬁt 
the theoretical spectrum of Eq. (10) to the experimental invari-
ant mass distribution [1]. This second step requires ﬁtting the 
M. Albaladejo et al. / Physics Letters B 757 (2016) 515–519 517Fig. 3. Top: The points represent the MC simulation reported by the D0 Collabora-
tion [1] for the background of the B0sπ invariant mass spectrum. The dashed red 
line represents our ﬁt, the shape of which is given by Eq. (11). Bottom: The points 
represent the B0sπ invariant mass spectrum measured by the D0 Collaboration [1]. 
The solid blue line represent our ﬁt of Eq. (10) to these data. The background shape 
is ﬁxed to that of the top panel. The MC simulation (top) and the spectrum (bottom) 
refer to the ones reported by the D0 Collaboration when the “cone cut” criterion is 
applied. See text and Ref. [1] for details. In both panels, our statistical errors, given 
by the error bands, represent 1σ conﬁdence intervals, and are estimated by Monte 
Carlo resampling of the data [31]. (For interpretation of the references to color in 
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
two normalization constants Namp and Nbkg, together with the 
only free parameter entering in our T matrix, namely, the sub-
traction constant a(μ), for which we ﬁnd a(μ) = −0.97 ± 0.02, 
for the “cone cut” spectrum, and a(μ) = −0.98 ± 0.02 for the 
spectrum without the “cone cut”. These ﬁts are shown in the 
bottom panels of Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, with a blue solid 
line. The agreement is excellent, and, indeed, the ﬁts have a 
χ2d.o.f. = 38/(50 − 3) = 0.8 and 66/(50 − 3) = 1.4, respectively. 
The latter is larger, mainly due to the large variations of the 
tail of the spectrum. From this ﬁt, the X(5568) parameters are 
found to be MX = 5564.2 ± 2.6 MeV and X = 26.7 ± 1.2 MeV
for the “cone cut” spectrum, and MX = 5562.8 ± 2.8 MeV and 
X = 27.4 ± 1.2 MeV, in good agreement with the experimental 
determination of Ref. [1].
In our formalism, the X(5568) appears as a pole in the B0sπ , 
B K¯ coupled channel unitary T -matrix. However, since the diag-
onal terms of the potential matrix V are zero, the whole inter-
action is driven by the off-diagonal potential V12(s), that con-
nects both channels. This means that both channels are strictly 
necessary to originate the pole. This can be particularly well 
seen by noticing that the pole condition, D(I I)(sX ) = 0, can-
not be achieved if any of V12, G1 or G2 are set to zero, be-
cause D(s) = 1 − V12(s)2G1(s)G2(s). In this sense, one cannot 
say that the X(5568) is a purely B K¯ bound state nor a purely Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for the case in which the “cone-cut” criterion is not 
applied. See text and Ref. [1] for details.
Bsπ resonant state, but a resonant state made out of both chan-
nels.
5. Further discussions
As pointed out in the introduction, the LHCb Collaboration [24]
has reported preliminary negative results in the search for this 
state in the Bsπ spectrum produced in pp collisions at 7 and 
8 TeV, whereas the spectrum reported by the D0 Collaboration [1]
is originated in pp¯ collisions at 1.96 TeV. Although the mecha-
nisms involved in the Bsπ production are different in LHCb and 
D0, this should not be important given the large pp or pp¯ energies 
involved in both cases. Hence, this disagreement is, in principle, 
unexpected. The LHCb work explicitly states that the “cone cut” 
selection criterion can generate broad peaking structures. Indeed, 
a broad peak in the background at 
√
s  5.6 GeV can be seen 
in the top panel of Fig. 3. However, we have also seen that the 
X(5568) structure is present regardless of whether this criterion is 
imposed (Fig. 3) or not (Fig. 4). On the other hand, the presence of 
this structure is much less clear if the “cone cut” is not applied.
One should remark, as a non-trivial achievement of the work 
presented here, that the width of the X(5568) peak, and not only 
its mass, is well reproduced, ﬁtting only one parameter in the 
unitarized amplitude, but, on the other hand, further discussions 
about the obtained results are in order. One gets a better feeling 
of the results if one regularizes the loop function, Eq. (2), with a 
sharp momentum cutoff  (see Ref. [32] for an explicit formula). 
If one performs the same ﬁt explained before but employing this 
alternative regularization method, one obtains the same results 
(for the spectrum and the X(5568) parameters) with  = 2.80 ±
0.04 GeV for the “cone cut” spectrum, and  = 2.83 ± 0.04 GeV
for the no “cone cut” spectrum. The value of this cutoff is quite 
large if compared with a “natural size” value of  ∼ 1 GeV. If a 
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Predictions of X(5568) and partners in different spin-ﬂavor sectors when a cutoff 
 = 2.80 ± 0.04 GeV is used to regularize the loop function.
Sector (B or D) J P Mass (MeV) Width (MeV)
Bsπ , B K¯ 0+ 5564.1± 2.7 27.4± 1.2
B∗sπ , B∗ K¯ 1+ 5610.8± 2.6 26.8± 1.3
Dsπ , DK 0+ 2210.8± 2.3 50.1± 1.4
D∗sπ , D∗K 1+ 2346.7± 2.3 46.5± 1.3
cutoff of this order is used, it is not possible to reproduce the 
spectrum nor the parameters of the claimed X(5568) state, and 
a much broader pole at a 200 MeV higher mass is produced (sim-
ilar results are obtained in Ref. [27], and for the charm sector in 
Ref. [28]). The fact that such a large value  ∼ 2.8 GeV is neces-
sary to reproduce the experimental information clearly points to 
the presence of missing channels, contributions of other sources of 
interactions, or to the existence of “non-molecular” components, 
such as tetraquarks. In this sense, our results would go in the di-
rections pointed out in Refs. [19,21], that a pure molecular state, 
dynamically generated by the unitarity loops, is not favored. How-
ever, our analysis also shows that the coupling of such components 
to the explicit channels that we have considered is also important, 
apart from unavoidable (Bsπ is the decay channel), to understand 
the features of the peak, in particular, its width.
An argument given in Ref. [21] to challenge the very existence 
of the X(5568), and in particular its molecular interpretation, is 
that, using arguments of heavy ﬂavor symmetry, one should ex-
pect partners of this state. Namely, in the charm sector, an I = 1
Dsπ state (different from D∗s0(2317) [33]) around 2.2 GeV should 
be seen. Indeed, the I = 1 matrix elements in Eqs. (3) and (4), 
computed for Bsπ , B K¯ are the same for Dsπ , DK , with obvious 
masses replacements, and thus we can look for states in this other 
sector. By using the same cutoff  = 2.80 ± 0.04 GeV,1 we ﬁnd 
a state with mass 2210.8 ± 2.3 MeV and width 50.1 ± 1.4 MeV. 
The prediction done here for the mass of the Dsπ , DK state is 
very similar to the one obtained in Ref. [21] using the fact that 
the binding energy is approximately independent of the heavy ﬂa-
vor. This state, in principle, has not been seen, but it is intriguing 
to see that a peak at 2.17 GeV with a width around 50 MeV
is seen in the D+s π0 spectrum in which the D∗+s0 (2317) is seen 
[37]. This peak is described in Ref. [37] as a reﬂection of the pro-
cess D∗s → Dsγ , while the full distribution is additionally ﬁtted in 
terms of the D∗s0(2317) decay, some background and misidentiﬁed 
events with unknown strengths. The possibility that this Dsπ peak 
be the charmed partner of the claimed X(5568) state makes a re-
analysis of the data in Ref. [37] advisable.
If the X(5568) peak [1] is conﬁrmed, the results obtained in 
our work can be taken farther, and predictions can also be made 
for the sector with heavy-ﬂavor vector mesons, B∗sπ–B∗ K¯ and 
D∗sπ–D∗K . The vector channels have the same interaction, up 
to different masses, and the channels involving vector and pseu-
doscalar heavy mesons do not mix in this case [21], since they are 
in S-wave. Using again the same cutoff  = 2.80 ± 0.04 GeV, we 
predict in Table 1 masses and widths of these J P = 1+ states. In 
Ref. [1] the X(5568) peak is interpreted as a J P = 0+ resonance, 
with Bsπ in S-wave. However, Ref. [1] does not exclude the pos-
sibility that this claimed state actually decays through the chain 
B∗sπ , B∗s → Bsγ , where the low energy photon is not detected. In 
this case, always according to Ref. [1], it would be a J P = 1+ state 
1 The use of a ﬂavor independent cut off to respect heavy hadron ﬂavor sym-
metry was invoked in Ref. [34]. A different method to regularize G respecting this 
symmetry was proposed in Ref. [35], but in Ref. [36] it was shown to be equivalent 
to using a common cutoff.and the mass of the peak would be shifted towards higher ener-
gies by an amount MB∗s − MBs  50 MeV, while the width would 
remain unchanged. This would lead to MX  5618 MeV. We see 
in Table 1 that such a state is also predicted with the same cutoff 
used in our work, and thus one would run into the same problems 
of interpretation we have discussed. In any case, the observation 
or non-observation of these resonances predicted in Table 1 in de-
voted experiments would certainly bring very valuable information 
to unravel the present puzzle.
6. Summary
The D0 Collaboration has recently announced [1] the observa-
tion of a resonant-like peak, called X(5568), in the B0sπ invariant 
mass spectrum coming from pp¯ collision at 1.96 TeV. However, the 
LHCb collaboration has presented preliminary results [24] for the 
same spectrum, coming from pp collisions, with negative results 
for the search of this state. We have presented the ﬁrst theoreti-
cal attempt to reproduce the spectrum in which the X(5568) peak 
has been seen. We have used an I = 1 Bsπ–B K¯ coupled chan-
nel analysis, using an interaction potential calculated from Heavy 
Meson Chiral Perturbation Theory, and implementing exact unitar-
ity. The spectrum can be well reproduced, and a pole that can be 
associated to the X(5568) state is found, with mass and width 
in agreement with the one reported in the experimental analy-
sis. However, the interpretation of this result is far from being 
easy, since a cutoff  ∼ 2.8 GeV, much larger than a “natural val-
ue”  ∼ 1 GeV, is required to reproduce the spectrum. This fact 
points to the presence of physical mechanisms other than the sim-
ple rescattering effects between the Bsπ , B K¯ channels, if the peak 
observed corresponds to a physical state.
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